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MEETING NOTES: Building Oversight Sub Committee - Site Location 
November, 2021; 6:30-8:00pm 

 

-Introductions 
 

-Purpose:  To work with Colby Engineering & Simons Architects to determine site location for 
future school buildings. 
 

-Questions: 

- Driveways and existing congestion: will the design team and town be looking at traffic flow?  
Yes. 
- Re-Use of existing equipment or materials?   

The team will examine what may be suitable for re-use. 

 
- Wetland / Environmental Protection Restrictions?   

To be identified and observed per code and good practice. 
 

-Can 1930’s building (Old High School, current Middle School) be retained? 

The design team and BOC is examining this as part of the overall site approach.  The historic 
structure may be retained by the Town, but not necessarily used for the school.  Note, this is a 
question for this subcommittee too address as part of a recommendation to the greater BOC and 
School Board. 

 

-Is the third location for entry near HS track field still under consideration? 
Yes. 

 

-Is there an athletic field displacement plan?    
The design team and BOC is examining this as part of the overall site approach, with input from 
this subcommittee and other stakeholders.  Note, this is a question for this subcommittee too 
address as part of a recommendation to the greater BOC. 

 
-Is there any potential for or advantage to retaining the Kindergarten wing, as it is newer 
construction? 

The design team may consider this if it is warranted by this committee in relation to the siting of 
the new building.  It is noted that the mechanical systems will likely be replaced.  This should also 
be brought to the Building Design subcommittee for consideration and recommendation to the 
BOC. 
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-Will the playground be retained? 

Depending on the final siting of the new school building, it may be that the playground is able to 
be retained, or it may be that re-location is recommended.  If re-location is pursued, the 
Landscape Architect who did the initial design would be involved in the planning process. 
 

-Is the previous phased approach under consideration completely abandoned? 

This approach had evolved in an effort to simplify sequencing and reduce the construction 
schedule.  If this subcommittee feels there is value in further pursuit of the phased approach, a 
recommendation can be made to the Building Design subcommittee and overall BOC and design 
team.   
 

-Site Diagram Review and Discussion: 
List of possible site locations (Pros/Cons/Impact ) 

 

Site 1:  Existing Staff Parking Lots 
PROS:   

- Allows primary ball fields to remain in-tact.  
- Close proximity to existing utility service locations 
- Potential for future expansion into mid-field area if needed 
- Comfortable separation from existing High School 
- Comfortable setback from Scott Dyer Road as well as surrounding residential 

neighborhoods. 
- Potential advantage to grade change in terms of nestling building and providing greater 

variety / distributions of egress points, pending survey information 
- Potential for advantageous view-sheds of wetlands from school. 
- Potential flexibility on either side for construction mobilization and laydown area. 

CONS: 

- Would require new entry and parking areas for ES and MS, fields prior to construction. 
IMPACT: To be determined.   

- Open Question:  Is there potential to shift up to use area where music room is currently 
located and only relocate this program? 

 

Site 2:  Area 1 

PROS: 
- Close to existing utilities 
- Would allow existing site entrance and parking to be used in theory (pending 

mobilization plan development). 
- Potential opportunity for connection should 1930s building be retained and re-used in 

design. 

CONS: 
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- This is a relatively constrained location 
- Concern that this is too close to surrounding neighborhood and Scott Dyer Road 
- Concern that neighborhood light will be blocked 
- Proximity to 1930s building could be a limitation if this space will not support the school 

program. 

IMPACT:  To be determined. 
 

Site 3:  Area 2, HS Baseball Field 

PROS: 
- Proximity to existing main entrance from Ocean House Road.  Otherwise, ES / MS 

entrance could continue to be utilized temporarily. 
- This building could have impactful presence on arrival from Ocean House Road. 
- Least disruptive to existing ES / MS buildings and neighborhood in terms of disruptive 

sound and sights 
- Potential advantage to grade change in terms of nestling building and providing greater 

variety / distributions of egress points, pending survey information 
- Possible use of mid-field for mobilization or upper HS field use as laydown space.  

CONS: 

- This may feel too close to existing High School while still in use 
- Requires relocation of HS Baseball field (see notes below) 
- Far from existing site utilities for ES / MS 

IMPACT:  To be determined. 
 

Site 4: Area 2, Mid-Field Site 
PROS: 

- Existing ES / MS entrance and parking could remain in service.   
- Potential for upper HS field use as laydown space.   
- Ball fields could remain in-tact 

CONS: 
- This site begins to be less efficient in terms of connection to existing utilities. 
- This may be located too internally on the site in terms of community presence and a 

sense of site entry, and may also begin to be too close to surrounding neighborhoods. 
- May also encroach too closely to existing High School building. 
- Construction will still impact the use of the ball fields on either side, although they 

remain in tact. 

IMPACT: To be determined. 
 

 
 

Site 5: Area 2, Softball Field 
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PROS: 

- Existing ES / MS entrance and parking could remain in service, 
- Minimizes disruptive to existing ES / MS buildings and neighborhood in terms of 

disruptive sound and sights 
CONS: 

- Not efficient in terms of connection to existing utilities 
- Encroaches on surrounding neighborhood 
- Site elevation would likely augment scale of building on site 

IMPACT:  To be determined. 
 

Site 6:  HS Track 
PROS: 

- Leaves existing ball fields untouched and provides most flexibility in future 
considerations on site use 

CONS: 
- Overly constrained due to surrounding roads, existing High School location 
- May not be suitable for program layout, or meet site safety needs, limited opportunity 

for future expansion 
- Lots of off-site noise pollution to contend with 

IMPACT:  Not recommended.   
 

 

-Areas to rule out completely: 
- Turf Field – new, costly 

- HS Baseball / Softball fields (only regulation baseball field in town currently)?  Consider 
possibility of other provisions either onsite (upgrades to existing field in Area 1) or at an off-site 
location (Gull Crest?  Fort Williams likely not possible option).   
- Playground?  (Interest in retaining this, but don’t rule it out if in absolute best interest of long 
term goals.) 

 
-General Considerations: 

- Site walk – to be done on individual bases as schedule allows ahead of next meeting. 

- Don’t let existing site access points or building locations govern thinking process.  Consider the 
site as a blank slate and best use for long term impact. 
- For all potential sites, it would be optimal to provide separate construction entrances, and 
provide loop to optimize flow and reduce noise disturbance ( necessary for all locations.). Entry 
point from Scott Dyer or Ocean House would be preferable over smaller residential 
neighborhood entry point for truck accommodation.   
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- Manage expectations and understanding that some athletic fields will inevitably be disrupted 
by either site location or construction mobilization / laydown at some point in this process. 

- Considerations for covered bus drop-off or covered teacher parking? 
- Will two gyms be sufficient for future program and active play and learning spaces that are not 
outside? 

- View Sheds, connectivity to Green Trails should also be considered. 

- Site Security will be an important consideration. 
 

-Athletics: 

- See discussion above; generally recommend formalizing a comprehensive contingency plan 
paired with each final siting location candidates for impacted athletics.   
 

-Material Storage Notes: 
- See discussion above; note that while it is beneficial for this subcommittee to consider and 
anticipate this need, including the contractor’s opinion may provide valuable insight and 
perspective.  It is also important to be mindful not to over-constrain potential means and 
methods to allow for optimal bidding conditions.   

 
-Next Steps: 

Coordinate talking points with Pubic Outreach committee.  Also coordinate materials needed 

Set time for next meeting – tbd, this month?, Conduct individual site walks 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


